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Abstract: [n congestion pricing, the social equity issue between the poor and the rich drivers
by paying the same toll charge has been debated interminently in the literature and has often
been used as an argument to justify the political unacceptability of road pricing. This paper
poses and addresses a new spatial equity issue arising from congestion pricing. It stems from
the fact that the changes of the generalized travel costs of drivers travelling between different
O-D pairs may be significantly different when tolls are charged at some links. We propose
bilevel programming modeis for the netrvolk toll design problem by explicitly incorporating
the equity constraint in terms of the maximum relative increase of the generalized equilibrium
O-D travel costs between all O-D pairs. A penalty flunction approach by embodying a

simulated annealing method is applied lbr solving the equity-constrained toll design problem
and demonstrated rvith a simple network exarnple.
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l.INTRODUCTION

Road pricing is recently motivated by the need to improve the economic efficiency of the
transportation system, and implemented in many meFopolises around the word to reduce
traffic congestion and pollution. In addition, the revenue from road pricing provictes a basis
tbr invesiment decision in transport infrastructure, such as expanding the road capacity.
providing bettel maintenance. improving public transport. The advanced technology of
electronic road pricing mechanisms offers lower cxtra cost. and nerv possibilities for road
pricing systems. So far. manf'countries or regions have built pricing systems successfully
such as Norway. Singapore and Hong Kong.

Traditionally, the first.best congestion pricing theory. namely, the theory of marginal cost
pricing is well established and widely advocated by econcmists. In line with this theory, a toll
that is equal u-r the difference between marginal social cost and marginal private cost is
charged on each link. so as to achieve a system optimum flow pattern in the network
(Beckmarrn, 1965: Dafermos and Sparrow. l97l; Smith, 1979). Investigations are made into
how this clas.sical economic principle would work on a general congested road network with
queuing iYang and Huang, 1998) and on a congested network in a stochastic equilibrium
(Yang. 1999). In spite of its perfect theorr.rtical hasis. thc principle of marginal cost pricing can

be difficult to apply in real situations. Apafi frorn the public and political resistance. a primary
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reason is due to the high extra cost spent on the equipment for toll collection in the entire
network. This has motivated a number of researchers to consider various forms of second-best
pricing schemes where only a subset of links are subjected to toll charge. A typical simple
example of the second-best pricing involves the two parallel route problem where an untolled
alternative exists. This problem has been investigated for both static and dynamic situations
by, for example, Braid (1996); Verhoef et al. (1996); Liu and McDonald (1999); and De
Palma and Lindsey (2000), Optimal determination of tolls for a subset of tinks in a goneral
network are studied by Yang and Lam (1996) for system optimum with fixed demand, for
traffic restraint (Fenari; 1995; Yang and Bell, 1997): for minimization of toll links subject to
a user equilibrium (Hearn and Ramana, 1998), for revenue minimization (Dial, 1999c, 2000)
and for private highway modeling (Yang and Meng, 2000; Yang and Woo, 2000). The
second-best pricing for users with discrete or continuous time value distributions are
investigated by Dial (1999a & 1999b); Leurent (1993, 1998); Yang et al. (2000) and yang and
Chow (2000).

Whereas congestion pricing is theoretically and technologically easy to implement, it has long
been viewed as a political issue. A common criticism is that road use charge makes
unequivocally distributional impacts on travelers with different incomes. Generally speaking,
the equity implications of congestion pricing are complex because of all the different options
facing travelers under a congestion pricing scheme (Richardson and Bae, 1998). People who
continue to use the highway after the toll is imposed pay the toll, but also have a lower time
cost: the toll decreases traffic volume, which decreases travel time. Some travelers with very
high values of time would find that they are rnade better off (the reduced congestion can more
than compensate the travelers for the extra cost of toll charges). Whereas those with low
values of time and still using the roads are generally made much worse off than before. People
who stop using the highway avoid the toll, but forgo the benefits associated with using the
highway and experience the inconvenience of switching to another mode of transport. This
type of social quity problem between the poor and the rich travelers have continued to receive
attention (Foster, 1975; Small, 1983; Hau, 1992; Johansson and Mattsson, 19951 Button and
Verhoef, 1998), and have often been used as an argument to justify the political
unacceptability of road pricing (Giuliano, I 992).

Although a direct redistribution of the revenue gerrerated by the congestion charge among
travelers in equal or une{ual shares could partially or completely resolve the aforementioned
inequity problem, a practicable redisujbution mechanism is not established and adopted
anywhere.

The aforementioned equiiy issrre among different social classes of travelers is often the
primary focus of road pricing arguments, nevertheless, the spatial equity issue among
travelers travelling between different locations is blatantly ignored in the literature. lt is

evident that after introducing congestiorr pricing in a rcad network, the changes in travel costs

(inclusive of toll charges) between different origin-destinacion (O-D) pairs can be

substantially different, depending the amounts and locations of toll charges. This paper poses

and addresses this new equity issues arising from road pricing in a road network. Withoirt loss

of generality, our study focuses on the practically meaningful second-best pricing, namely, we

consider the case where not ali links in the network are subjected to toll charge. After
demonstration of the inequity problem with a simple network, we formally propose

mathematical programming models for the network toll design problem by explicitly
incorporating the equity constraint in terms of the maximum relative increase of the

generalized equilibrium O-D travel costs between all O-D pairs. A penalty function approach

by embodying a simulatcd anncaling rncthod is applied tor solving the equity-constrained toll
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design problem and illustrated with a simple network example. Finally, conclusions and
suggestions for future studies are provided.

2. NEW INEQUITY CONSIDERATION IN ROAD PRICING: A SIMPLE
EXAMPLE

When marginal-cost tolls are charged on all links or suitable tolls are charged only on a subset
of links in a network, the inequity problem among drivers'travelling between different O-D
pairs may occur in both cases. Here we show this inequity problem using a simple network
depicted in Figure l. This network consists of 3 nodes and 3 links. Let qr, =100 and {r, =10

be the traffic demands from I to 3 and2 to 3, respectively. The performance function of each

Iink is given below:

FIGURE 1. A Simple Network

Assuming that the route choice behavior of drivers follows the principle of deterministic user

equilibrium, it is straightforward to obtain the traffic volume and travel time cost of each link
as follows:

. i, =0,i2 =100, ir =110

T,=10.2,7r=4,i=6.2

The corresponding equilibrium travel cost for each O-D pair is

[,,=10.2,F,t,=6.2

Under the assumption of user equilibrium, the total network travel time cost is 1082.

After we charge a marginal cost toll on each link. we can obtain the system-optimal traffic

flow distribution. The flow and travel time cost (not including toll charge) of each link are

fr =50,f: =50,4 =60;

tr = 10.:, l, =3.5,lt =5.2

The tolls to be charged on each link are
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f, =0.1, )-u =0.5, jt=1,2

The generalized travel costs (inclusive of toll) for each O-D pair are

p,.1 =10.4,Fx=6.4

Under the first-best pricing scheme, the total network travel time cost decreases to 1002, and

the total revenue of 102 is attained. To compare the variations in generalized travel costs, the
corresponding ratios of the generalized O-D travel costs after and before introduction of the

first-best pricing for each O-D pair are calculated below.

F=l.oz, F=l'o:Pr Fz:

It is clear that the travel costs of both O-D pairs increase, and the magnitudes of increase are

different, so an inequity problem occurs between the two O-D pairs.

We next look at a second-best pricing scheme with the same network. If a toll is charged on

link 2, total network travel time cost can be reduced as well. Specifically, when the amount of
toll charge !, is set to be 1.6, we can obtain the same system-optimal Faffic flow pattern (the

lowest network travel time) under the first-best pricing, the revenue, however, decreases to 80.

The resulting generalized travel costs for each O-D pair now become

p,. = 10.3, frzt=5.2

In this ca.se, the corresponding ratios of the generalized O-D travel costs after and before the

toll charge are

ts=,.0,' *a=o.s+['. [tz,

It is obvious that the inequity problem becomes more significant than the first-best case. The

travel costs between O-D pair l-+3 increases by lVo, but it decreases by about 167o between

O-D pair 2-13. This toll charge will bring negative and positive effects on travelers travelling

between the rwo O-D pairs, respectively. Thus, for equity anci faimess considerations of
congestion pricing, the amounts and locations of toll charges for a pricing scheme in a road

network must be selected cautiously.

3. MODEL FORMULATION

3.1 Bilevel Network Toll Design Model without Equity Constraint

Congestion pricing problem can be represented as a leader-follower game where the leader is

the iystem manager and the followers are the travelers (Yang and Lam, 1996). The manager

.annot 
"ontrol, 

but can influence route choices of network users by setting alternative toll

pattems. In response to any toll charge scenario, network users are assumed tO have complete

knowledge of the travel time ancl toll charge pattern on th€ network and choose the shonest

path in term of the generalized travel cost (inclusive of totl charge). Suppose the system
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manager aims to minimize the total network travel time for given and fixed O-D demands by

implementing a second-best pricing scheme (selection of tolls for a given subset of links in the

network). Then the second-best network toll design problem subject to a standard user

equilibrium consrraint can be formulated as the following bi-level programming problem (a

complete list of notations used here is given in Appendix II).

subject to

min )r"(v,(y))v,(y)

),1"" s y, ( yi" , ae A'

(l)

(2)

(3)

Here v,(y) ,ae A is the solution of the following lower-level user-equilibrium program:

subject to

= qr' 'we W

,r,Ae A

mjn f jc.i.r,y.idx

Ir"
rc1,,

I I r,"0., =,
i€W €R..

(4)

/5'l

f)'>-0.reR*,weW (6)

The objective of the upper-tever program is to minimize the total travel time aost and the

lower-liver problems ii i standardnetwork equilibrium problem (Sheffi, 1985) that describcs

the route choice behavior of network users. Note that c,(v",yu)=to(v,)+ yoif ae A'and

co(vu,),) =tu(v,) otherwi.se, A'isasubsetof tolledlinksinthenetwork, r,(v,) isastrictly

increasing and continuous function of its link flow v,, ae A '

3.2 Specification of Equity Constraint :

we now consider how to deal with the equity issue by incorpolating an equity constraint in

the upper-level problem. The equity can be miasured as the relative change of the generalized

O-D tiavel cosf (inclusive of tott clarge; and thus the equity constraint can be specified as

follows:

l-I,{(Y) <O_ , wevy' (7)

It*

The term 1i* is the original user equilibrium o-D travel time cost without pricing' and p"(y)

is the generalized equilibrium O-D travel cost (inclusive of toll charge) after introducing the

second-best pricing. $,,, is designated here as an equity parameter that dictates the degree of
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toleranco of the inequity associated with the pricing scheme. A meaningful selection of rhe
value of this parameter is given by the following equation:

Here the term p, is the O-D travel cost.after the best-first or marginal-cost pricing scheme is.

implemented. g is a decision variable satisfying 0(e<1. Clearly, 1<0"<p,/F. . weW
for0<q(1.

When rp is equal to I we have Q* =F.,lP*. This means that 0,,, takes its largest value given

as the ratio of the equilibrium O-D travel cost after introducing marginal-cost pricing to the,
original O-Dtravel time cost withoutpricing (if this ratio is greaterthan 1.0). In otherwords,.
the degree of inequity in a second-best pricing scheme is bounded by the first-best pricing
case, or the generalized travel cost between each O-D pair under a second-best pricing scheme
cannot exceed that under the first-best pricing scheme. This specification of the upper bound
of the equity parameter is quite justifiable and meaningful. The theoretical foundation of
congestion pricing stems from the fundamental economic principle of marginal cost pricing,
which states that road users using congested roads should pay a toll equal to the difference
between the marginal social cost and the marginal private cost so as to maximize economic
benefit. Thus, by requiring to pay a marginal-cost toll, an individual driver will bear the full
social cost generated by him or her in using a congested road. Toll charge higher than this
amount seems to be irrational economically and unfair to drivers.

When g is'equal to 0, $* becomes 1. This means that the generalized O-D travel cost cannot

exceed the equilibrium O-D travel time cost before pricing. Namely, all the O-D travel costs
decrease or remain unchanged, Since in a real network, a congestion pricing scheme is very
unlikely to lead to decline in all generalized O-D travel costs (inclusive of toll), the zero toll
charges (do-noting alternative) may become the only feasible solution when <p=Q.

To summarize, the g is an appropriate decision variable that can be used by the system

manager to adjust the spatial level of equity for consideration in establishing a fair and

reasonable pricing scheme. A higher value of g permits a greater negative inequity impact on

drivers, and a lower value of g places a stricter inequity constraint.

3.3 Bilevel Network Toll Design Model with Equity Constraint

With the aforementioned spatial equity consideration, the network toll design problem with an

equity constraint can now be formulated as the following bilevel programming problem.

Model ML:

4 (y, v(y )) = | r, (v, (y ))v" (y )

subject to

(8)

(e)min
v
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weW (r0)

(r l)

( l4)

r-l'n s y,, 3 yf," , ae A

Here 0,,,=l+e(8*,/['-1) if F,,/[, >1 and otherwise $,, =[, parameter g is a given

appropriate constant satisfying 0<<0Sl.v"(y),ae A and p,"(I),weW are the equilibrium

link flow and the equilibrium O-D travel cost obtained from the model (3)-(6).

Note that the parameter g introduced before reflects the allowable degree of inequity in terms

of the increase in the equilibrium O-D travel cost after and before implementing a pricing
scheme. This parameter is selected by the decision-maker and can be, in fact, treated as a

decision variable in the programtning model. By incorporating this equity decision parameter
g, we have the bi-level programrning model with dual upper-level objective functions:

(t2)

subject to (10) and (l l) and 0 S tp< l .

A mathematically welt-defined optimal solution.does not exist for this multi-objective
programming model. Therefore, a considerate trade off is necessary to balance the need of
decreasing the total network travel time and the requirement of avoiding the great negative

inequity impact. The problem thus becomes how to select a non-dominated efficient solution

using an appropriate method. A widely used utility function approach is adopted here to

transfer the two upper-level objectives into a single objective function. Thus objective vector

(12) norv becomes as follows:

4 (Y, P, v(Y, q)) = rorl + (l - <o)F,l

|, {, tr,, tv,e))r',, (Y, 9)

( L,,,t,,,iv,tr))r;(r,e))le' -* |

T,;'r,(y,q.v(v.to))=l "---}." - 
i

I t;=tP )

( l3)

Here, <o is a rveighting parameter satistying 0 < ro < I . Attur the transformation, the previous

bilevel model with an equity constraint becomes the following standard bi-level programming

problem:

Model M2:

f r, ti.; (r, o))v,, (y, e)

T'J {,(y,q,vtv,a))=r---:rO +(l-o)tP
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subject to

yj* Sy,SlI',

o<g< I

where v,(y,g), ae A and p*(y,g) , weW are

equilibrium problem (3)-(6) for a given y and g.

(!5)

( I6)

(171

solutions of the lower-level user-

_il !e,.,wew

,aeA

again the

4. SOLUTION APPROACH FOR THE MODELS

We have proposed the bi-level programming model M1 to characterize the congestion-pricing
problem with an equity constraint, and the bi-level programming model M2 to treat the equity
reference parameter as an endogenous decision variable. The proposed bilevel programming
models, just like any other form of bi-level mathemarical programming problems, are
intrinsically non-convex, and hence might be difficult to solve for a global optimum (Friesz et
al, 1990:. Meng and Yang, 2000). The difficulty comes from the tact that the equilibrium link
flow, v"(y), ae A and the generalized O-D travel cost, fi,,(y) , weW generally are non-

convex, continuous and non-differentiable functions with respect to y.

In view of the difficulty in applying the standard algorithmic approaches for search of the
global optimum, we adopt the Simulated Annealing (SA) method (Dekkers and Aarts, l99l;
Romeijin and Smith, 1994), which is particularly suirable for the models proposed here. The
SA method has been successfully apptied to solve the continuous network design problems
(Friesz ct al., 1992: Meng and Yang, 2000). It has the ability to obtain the global optimal
solution without the requirement for differentiability.

Now we consider how to solve the model MI (solution tbr M2 is discussed later). The
nonlinear, irnplicit constraint (10) is incorporated into the objective function by using an inner
penalty function approach in applying the SA method. For the sake of clarity, let

(t8)

denote the feasible set ofy dictated by its lower and upper bound.

4.l Solution for Model Ml

The procedure of the penalty function approach in conjunction with the SA method for
solving Ml is presented below.

The inner penalty function apDroach

Step 0. Initiali:.uthtt. Set u stop tolcrilrcc e , au initial pcualty nrultiplier tr,, , a scale

parameter p > l and an initial point y(0)e Q. lrt & = 0.

6r={rlr,'' < 1,, < -v,*',ae A }
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Stcp 1. Finding an optimal solution, Starting with y(*) , solving the following problem

through the SA method and let y(t*:) be the optimal solution

Ei Ftvl=F(v)+rocr(v)

where

s(y)=;,,*{iP-o-,,} (20)

Step 2. Verifiing the stop criterion. If l*o1y(*n')1<t, stop. otherwise, set L**, =pl,* and

k=k+l,gotoStep L

For any given vector y of the toll pattern, the equilibrium traffic assignment procedure is '

used to find the link flow y,(y) and the generalized O-D travel cost tt-(y), and so it is

straightforward to calculate the objective function value F(y) . With this in mind, the

procedure of simulated annealing method for solving problem M1 with any fixed penalty

parameter 1.* is given below.

Simalated annealing method

Step 0. Initialization. Given an initial point y(o) eO and the Parameter 0<6<1.0,
0 < 6 < 1.0, integer lo, ruo and ?" (stop tolerance of temperature). Set k = tr = 0.

Step 1. Fin"ding an initial ternperature. Uniformly generate at random mo points denoted by

,(i) (i=1,...,m0)over the feasible set Q. For each z(') use equilibrium traffic assignment to

obtain the equilibrium link flow and O-D travel cost associated with z(') and then calculate

the corresponding function value F(z(')) .Lnt nh denote the number of points z(') with

F(z,o)-F0,0))>0 and IF tne average value of those F(z('))-F(y'o'), for which

F1r,i} 

' 
- F(yto') ) 0 . Then the initial temperature ?o is calculated as below

Ito) =
[,. m"1r,+(l-1.)(mo-m2)

Step 2. Verifiing the termination. If T(') < { , then stop. Otherwise, go to Step 3.

Step 3. Checking the termination of a Markov chain.If kt > I.N (N represents the number of

decision variables), then go to Step 6' Ctherwise, go to Step 4'

Step 4. Generation of points. Uniformly generate at random a number denoted by r**n from

the internal to,l). If tondo^ ) t rhen use the method of Hooke and Jeeves with the discrete step

(pp.288, Bazaraaet al., 1993) tiom the point y(t') as a local search procedure to find a local

(19)

(2t)
)

AF*
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solution for the problem denoted by x. If l,ooo. St, then uniformly generate at random a

point denoted by x over Q.

Step5. Metropolis'rule.lf F(x)<F(y'*"),then y't'*') =x,set k,:=k,+l andgotoStep3.

If exp(-(F(.vt*")-FGDIT(t))>randoml0,1] then.y(*'*')-r,ser k,:=kr +l andgotoStep3.

Otherwise, y(^'+r) - yGI ) , k, := k, + I and go to Step 3.

Step 6. Cooling schedules. Calculate the standard derivation of the values of the objective

function F(y'*'t) (k, = 0,...,41g), denoted by o(I(r)) . Set the temperature as follows

(22)

k:=&+1, y(0)=rtt"'vt. k, =0 andgotostep2.

The convergence property of this simulated annealing algorithm is proved by Dekkers and

Aarts (1991). Note that the original Hooke-Jeeves method is designed for the unconstrained

optimization problem. In the problem examined here, there are simple bound constraints,

yI'" S ), S y}n* , ae A' only, we can slightly modify the Hooke-Jeeves method to deal

with this situation by projecting the trial point in the method onto the region Q defined by the

bound constraints. Furthermore, the objective function evaluation is necessarily required in

the Hooke-Jeeves method. This means that we need to perform a user equilibrium traffic
assignment procedure at each trial point in this local search method.

4.2 Solution for Model M2

We first analyze how the two components Frr and { of the objective function .E, vary with

g. When rg is equal to 0, or when no travel cost increase is allowed between any O-D pair, the

tolls have to be set equal to 0. The travel cost between each O-D pair remains unchanged so

4' =1.0. When g increases to a value gr€ater than 0, non-zero tolls are charged in certain

links, and the total travel time in the network must decrease, otherwise, the solution is not

optimal. In other words, the component f will decrease to a number smaller than 1.0. Of

course, the rerm (i-,o)At or the term (t-r),p linearly increases with g.In summary, one

component Frr of the objective function F. decreases with tp, the other component Fl of F,

increases with g.

Furtherrncre, the value of variable <p is restricted within the limited interval [0.t1. for any

given value of g in the interval 0 S g S 1 , constraint ( 17) disappears, in view of the fact that

q_ , [" and o together with rp are constant, minimization of 4 is equivalent to minimization

of {. In other words, rnodel M2 reduces to MI for a given value of 9. Based on this

observation. we can use a one dimensional search method in conjunction with the algorithm

forMl to solve M2. At each new point of the one-dimensional search for I, a sub-program

Ml is solved to find the objective function value F., and the search is continued when both

optimal tp and y are identified.

Ttk+, -r,*, [, * 
r'*' ln(t + 5) ]'

t 3o(I'^,) )
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5. A NIIMERICAL EXAMPLE

The road network shown in Figure 2 is made up of 7 nodes and I I links, of which link 3 and

Iink 4 are subject to toll changes. The link travel time function is

(23)

FIGURE 2. The Network Used in the Numerical Example

The values of rf and C, for each link are given in Table L l-nt q,r=20O' Qrr=50, q,-r=20.

eqt =5 be the demands of the four O-D pairs (l -+7, 2-+7, 3-+1, 4-+7 )'

TABLE 1. Input Data for the Test Network in Figure 2

Link l0 l1

,,t,,1=,;{,.0+0.5 ail

.0

co

19,0

30

7.0

50

1.5

30

20.0 14.0

800 220

28.8 0.3

800 20

t.4 t.0

15 150

1.0 0.2

100 50

Without implementation of a road pricing scheme, the O-D travel time costs from a user

equilibrium assignment are presented in Table 2. The total travel time cost in the network is

Si+1. Wfren a marginal .otitoll is charged on each link, the resulting generalized O-D travel

costs are also listed in the same Table and the total travel time 6651 dgqreases to a minimum

value 5i72, the resulting revenue generated from toll charge is 918. Table 2 also shows the

ratios of the generalizedb-D travel costs after and before marginai-cost pricing is introduced.

lt can be s'""n fru.n the table that travel costs between all the four O-D pairs increases after the

marginal costs tolls are charged. In particular, the travel cost between O-D pair (4+7)

increases most.

TABLE 2. Change of the O-D Travel Costs Before and After Pricing

O-D oair 1-+7 2-+7 3'+7 4-s7 -.,_: - r ' 
-

Travel cost ; pricing 21.031 30'046 l '426 l.243

Travel cost with marginal-cost pricing 22.416 31 '252 l '603 2'393

Ratio of the eouilibrium O-D travel costs 1.066 I .040 I '124 l '925
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Now we consider a second-best pricing regime with link I and link 2 subjected to toll charge.
Table 3 shows the numerical results for 9 different values of the inequity threshold g. The

term R,j=1,...,4, j =T,denotestheratiosof thegeneralizedO-Dtravelcostafterandbefore

the road pricing scheme is implemented. The last row of the table lists the O-D pairs, for
which the constraint, p"(y)/fi-. <0,,, is binding. The following observations are made from

this table. As the value of rp increases or as the equity constraint becomes less tight, toll
charge on each link becomes higher, the resulting revenue increases, and the total travel time
cost decreases significantly. When g equals 0, no toll can be charged, and the total travel

time cost is the highest, the equity constraint is binding for all O-D pairs. When <p is equal to
or larger than 0.35, total travel time cost reaches a minimum value and all inequity constraints
becomes inactive. When tp is between 0.00 and 0.35, the inequity constraint for O-D pair

(4-+7) is binding. This means that travelers from node 4 to node 7 are likely to suffer from the
roao-pricing scheme.

TABLE 3. Numerical Results Obtained from Model Ml

I 0.00 0.05 0. 10 0. l5 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

)r

lz
Total travel time
Total revenue

R'-,

ftr-,

&-,
&-,
Binding O-D pair

0.00 t.146

0.00 0.044

5't43 5525
0.00 234
r.00 r.003

r.00 1.002

1.00 1.000

1.00 r.046

All 4-+1

1.834 2.428

0.442 A.56't

5408 5330
367 460

r.006 r.009

0.119 1.006

1.000 1.001

1.093 1.r38

4-+7 4t1

Lgn-'T]n 4.303 4.694 4.694

t.239 t.362 1.362

5r82 5t77 5t77
662 681 68r

1.019 1.022 1.022

1.012 1.0r4 1.014

t.014 1.0r8 1.018

1.278 1.3r5 1.3r5

0.713 1.049

5217 5209
529 616

1.012 l.0l 6

1.008 L0t 0

1.00t 1.007

1.185 1.232

4-+7 4-+7 4-+7 No No

Table 4 provides the numerical results obtained from model M2 for 7 different values of
weighting factor o. As the value of rr) increases, or as more emphasis is placed on reduction
in total travel time than on the equity constraint, it is naturaliy that the value of g increases,

and the toll charge ofeach link becomes higher, the revenue increases and the total travel time

decreases. Note that when co is below a certain value, parameter I will dominate the

objective function, and hence q is obtained to be 0.

TABLE 4. Numerical Results Obtained from Model M2

0.90.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.1

I
-)1

-J':

F,

Total revenue
Total travel time

0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000

0.300 0.300

00
5'743 5743

0.001 0.005 0.031

o.037 0.164 0;774

0.000 0.012 0.016

0.400 0.499 0.s96

8 36 162
5135 5109 5591

0.069 0.135 0.260
I.415 2.256 3.826

0.253 0.543 1.242

0.688 A.172 0.841

290 43s 628
5474 5351 5200

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.300

0
5743

6. CONCLUSIONS
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We have addressed the spatial equity issue that can arise in congestion pricing in term of the

different absolute and relative changes in the generalizrudO-D travel cost between different O-

D pairs after and before the toll charges. Bilevel programming models with an equity

constraint are proposed that can allow for selection of a fair and reasonable toll patterns. The '

selected toll pattern aims to reduce total network travel time, while attempting not to bring too

much negative inequity impact on certain groups of users. Penalty. function method in

conjunction with a simulated annealing approach is applied to solve the proposed models. The

rational of the proposed model is demonstrated with a network example.

Works are continued to select both amounts and locatio.ns of toll charges for a second-best

pricing scheme and use a multi-class network equilibrium model with heterogeneous users in

terms of their values of time. This will allow simultaneous consideration of the spatial equity

issue posed in this paper and the conventional social equity issue between the rich and the

poor travelers associated with road congestion pricing schemes. And the operating costs for

diflerent types of vehicles are expected to be incorporated into the generalized costs.
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APPENDIX NOTATIONS

The following symbols are used in this paper:

A: the set of links in the network

A.: a subset of toll links in the network
W'. the set of O-D Pairs
rR,.: the set of routes between O-D pair we IV

f ," : the path flow on route re R,,.

vui the link flow on link ae A

v: the vector of all link flow, v=("', vo, "'\r
!o'. the charge of toll on link ae A"

yl*: the upper bgund oftoll charge on link a

yl" : the minimum of toll charge on link a

y: the vector of all toll charges

to(v)'. the travel cost on link aeA, which is a function of link flow'v,

c,(u,,.1,,): the generalized travel cost on iink a, rvhich is a function of link flow r; and

link toll charge -vu on link a

q*'. the demand between O-D pair we lY

[,, (y) : the generalized equilibrium O-D travel cost with pricing

[,, l the generalized equilibrium O-D travel cost without pricing

6), , I if route r between O-D pair w uses link a, and 0 o(herwise
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